50 Years of Accutest
Accutest, an industry-leading advanced processing manufacturer for new and legacy materials fabrication, precision laser services, lapping, polishing and critical component assembly, celebrated its 50-year anniversary.

Educational Test Blog
Anritsu Company has launched an educational blog, Test Talk, that discusses industry trends and emerging technologies, as well as how to test them most effectively.

Mini-Circuits Opens Netherlands Office
Mini-Circuits has established a new office in Nijmegen, co-located at the Novio Tech Campus, to expand its corporate service and support presence for European customers.

The COMPLETE+3D Library, v21.1 Released
ModeLithics announced the release of version 21.1 of the COMPLETE+3D Library for use with Ansys Q3D, containing over 380 highly scalable Microwave Global Models.

RF and Microwave Amplifiers Video
APITech, a leader in amplifier technology, provides higher frequency designs, higher-power models and lower phase noise amplifiers. Check out their products in this video.

Interactive Calibration Video
Integrate with Copper Mountain Technologies VNA software in this video to complete a simulated calibration of a two-port VNA without the instrument.

New Comtech Website
Comtech Xicom Technology has launched a newly redesigned website. The website highlights the company, leadership in Ka-, Q- and V-band SATCOM HPAs and targets solutions for many new commercial and military/government applications.

ATR Enclosure Section Update
Pixelux Technologies, a provider of OpenVXI/350A and RF enclosure solutions, has updated its website’s ATR enclosure section for new configurations.

Timing is Everything: Alternate Solutions for TCXO Shortages
This blog post offers alternatives to TCXO shortages caused by the ATEC factory fire in Japan, including MAMS technology from SiTime and Kalon.

A New Video from Skyworks!
Skyworks introduces the SKYW7181 - 3061F, a high-gain, low noise amplifier designed to meet the challenging requirements of cellular, LTE and 5G NR infrastructure applications.

R2021a Release Highlights
MathWorks announced updates to MATLAB and Simulink tools as part of its semi-annual refresh. Release R2021a, offering hundreds of new features and functions and introduces new products in the areas of SATCOM, radar and DDS applications.